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Introduction 
This talk is about "Information and Reality" -- as these two come together 
and contest with each other in our new computerized worlds. It will not 
touch on the special realities of physics or outer space -- or some other neat 
Virtual Reality, but rather consider every-day home-grown reality: where 
we live and work and have our being; and where the information we wish to 
capture and manage come from our own uneven, prosaic surroundings. It 
is also about how we might introduce a sense of everyday reality into the 
training of young professionals in computing science. In direction, it 
follows John Dewey -- to assist the student to function without certainty in a 
world of constant change and puzzling ambiguities. 

I come to the generic problem of real world computing from my own field of 
expertise -- which is medical informatics: the study of the interaction 
between formal systems and the science and practice of medicine. I will 
have more to say about this area directly, but suffice to note that the 
challenge here arises from the inescapable importance of individuality. 
This domain brings together many formal types of information, which 
must be tailored to the unique character of patients -- where the merging of 
biological science, ill individuals and society places subtle, but profound 
demands on software design. In building clinical records we attempt to 
document thoughts, actions, and events. Some of these issues appear novel 
in our electronic world, but, in a broader sense, the same issues have 
always existed where documentation has required a skilled use of language 
in a formal setting. As we attempt to capture intricate relationships in 
machine processable format , it becomes i=ediately evident that our 
computer based technologies still remain untamed and unmastered -- with 
important implications for the future, unless we take corrective action. 

Health care touches us all, while technology magnifies the scale effect of 
whatever it touches, sometimes for better and sometimes for worse. To pick 
a relatively recent, close-by example, I understand that between October 26 
and Nov 4, 1992, the six million people of London got a taste of what a rogue 
automated system could do to the allocation of ambulances when their 
brand new emergency system came crashing down. Certainly, sincere and 
skilled programmers built it. Reasonably honest marketers had sold it. And 
an experienced buyer had bought it. The question before us today is: What 
must we learn and teach in computing science to avoid the constant 
repetition of such unwanted situations? 
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Experience is what you get when you don't get what you want. The "Report 
of the Inquiry into the London Ambulance Service, February 1993" contains 
such lessons learned. It points to a number of flaws, but I find one to be 
particularly revealing: "4008- The system relied on near perfect information 
of vehicle location and crew/vehicle status. Without accurate knowledge of 
vehicle locations and status the system could not allocate the optimum 
resource to an incident. Although some poor allocations may be attributable 
to errors in the allocation routine, it is believed that the majority of 
allocation errors were due to the system not knowing the correct vehicle 
location or status of vehicles that may have proved more appropriate." 

From this report it is not clear whether the underlying problem has been 
fully appreciated. Emergency services consist entirely of contingencies -
and bringing order out of intrinsically unpredictable and disorderly 
processes has never been a simple programming task of "putting the 
information in a computer". Messy situations and unpredictable events are 
seldom well modeled by assuming an idealized world of perfect information 
in which: 1) everybody must obey orders; and 2) all the information must be 
accurately brought together in a timely manner. Given the volatility of this 
stressful environment, there is something very wrong with the rigidity of 
such a design. A child will tell you: "Nobody's perfect!" -- and this has its 
consequences. We all know this. Every age restates it. From Pogo: "We have 
met the enemy, and they is us!" From Shakespeare: "The fault, my dear 
Brutus is not in our stars ... " or, from Hippocrates: "First, do no harm ... " 
Thus, as a design process is begun, the designers of real world systems 
must accept the vagaries presented by that real world, and learn to deal 
with them sympathetically. 

Why then do we continue to build systems that ignore the real character of 
ourselves and our surroundings? Why, in an age of potential independence, 
do we abet a dictatorial conformity to machines? The whole issue lies far 
beyond slogans like "friendliness" and "flexibility". If new computer system 
designs are to deal with everyday reality successfully, it is not up to the 
world to adjust to computers, but rather it is up to computers to adjust to the 
world. Discovering that the world is fundamentally variable and fuzzy, with 
only a superficial match to Aristotelian categories, prompts a shift in focus 
and logical processing priorities that appears difficult for many to absorb, 
with or without computers. 

In the academic training process, this sometimes unsettling viewpoint 
must somehow become a fully experienced and dominant mind-set. In 
effect, as computer processing replaces ordinary language in carrying out 
many tasks, we must find better ways to teach Norbert Wiener's practical 
idealism: "The Human Use of Human Beings" [Wiener 1950]. How do we 
demonstrate and teach such a fundamental principle so that the lesson 
sticks? 

Roll The Credits .•. 
For any depth behind the thoughts presented here today, I am indebted to 
numerous sources: to the many works by Peter Drucker, most recently his 
book "Post Capitalist Society" [Drucker 1993]; to the works of Donald 
Norman, notably "The Design of Everyday Things" [Norman 1988]; to Brian 
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Randell for seminal discussions about a contentful and idiosyncratic field of 
our common interest; and to much work with Daniel Essin of the 
LAC+USC Medical Center on medical information systems without whose 
partnership few of the ideas to be presented here would have come to 
testable fruition in our own institution. Willis Ware, Robert Anderson, and 
David Kanouse of the RAND Corporation have served as the ever needed 
critics [Lincoln, Essin and Ware 1993]. 

Setting Up The Goal Posts 
Apart from good computational mechanics, what are the important 
teaching objectives that can help the student deal with the real world? What 
insights are needed? What perspectives? What examples and models should 
we use? To this end, here are a few observations: 

1) A book is one of our oldest and handiest random access devices. 

A book is easy to both thumb and to sample, features that have remained 
unmatched by a computer. Despite many new and impressive means of 
registering data -- such as images, voice, etc. -- text dominates the 
organization of information and knowledge because it can both document 
and interpret. Recently seduced by multimedia, we no longer give 
sufficient attention to text's central role, and have not looked aggressively 
for better ways to handle it more effectively. Wherever additional text adds 
context to data, it is explicit and communicates well. By contrast, pictures 
without captions are often useless -- as many a box of unlabeled 
photographs will testify. Similarly, sound recordings cannot be efficiently 
scanned without an index. In medicine psychiatrists take advantage of this 
to protect the privacy of their recorded sessions by never transcribing them. 
Clearly, in the design of an effective electronic medical record, we should · 
like to enhance the paper record that we have today with heart sounds and 
x-rays and icon signposts and the like; nevertheless, if we are to index, label 
and navigate this material more effectively, some form of text remains the 
fundamental notation. 

2) Categories in any data structure are always in some sense inadequate. 

Intentionally or inadvertently categories force assumptions on data or on 
relationships. Although categorization is key to any processing activity, no 
particular set of categories is a dictatorial necessity. Even the best schemes 
leave something out. Out in the world, where language is used for 
communication and judgment, numerous modifiers must be introduced to 
compensate for the stilted limitations of nouns and verbs -- which remain 
the sole objects and operators in most data bases. Modifiers are the handles 
and tags that capture the distinctive aspects of a situation, allowing us to 
surmount bureaucratic simplification and to make reasoning more 
accurate. With respect to categorization, medicine is particularly full of 
gray areas, not the least of which concern the diagnoses of cancer by 
recognizing patterns on microscopic slides of tissue. In making such 
diagnostic distinctions, there is an analogy to the three baseball umpires, 
who compare how they call balls and strikes: The youngest -- "I calls 'em as 
I sees "em"; the more experienced -- "I calls 'em as they is"; and the chief -
"They ain't... till I calls 'em!" In categorizing data, we should capture not 
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only the decision, but how the gray area was resolved, under what 
assumptions, and with what confidence. 

3) In an information rich world, individual awareness is severely limited. 

This is the natural state of affairs. A programmer (or a program) can never 
assume perfect information or understanding about the real world on the 
part of a user -- even about the derivative world of the tools at hand. We need 
systems that allow us to navigate with a small bubble of knowledge over a 
wide sea of unknowns. Moreover, the professional user as navigator must 
maintain the initiative over the use of the system. Approaches to such 
issues are . proliferating, and, given improvements in hardware 
architecture, particularly those associated with parallel processing, some 
powerful strategies that were previously computationally too intensive are 
now within practical reach. 

4) When exploring data, the process itself should improve the information. 

We need to leverage what we do. On the one hand, we may amplify the 
information available through a form of knowledge-based boot strapping, 
but on the other we must feed back these data to add focus. For example, in 
an Electronic Medical Record, in addition to coordinating and documenting 
the care of a patient, we would like to use aggregated records to better 
understand the nature of illness, the effectiveness of therapeutic 
alternatives, and the use of our resources. Then we would like to feed these 
analyses back to physicians themselves to improve the care of future 
patients. No present hospital information or data base is designed to do this 
well. 

5) Behind every platform and software environment, assumptions matter. 

The underlying architecture and its overlays both facilitate and constrain 
what an application can do. Many environments screen out access to 
underlying processing events in order to "simplify" the options available to 
the programmer. Such deep seated constraints propagate outward to all of 
the applications and limit the ways in which data can be handled, thereby 
restricting cognitive initiative. As a consequence, present interfaces and 
data base structures fall short of the requirements needed for direct, 
interactive professional use by physicians. If our goals for performance are 
to achieve systems from which more can be extracted than is put in, then 
we must surmount such constraints. The scope of program design must 
extend beyond the applications domain, and new platforms must be created 
that reach beyond previously established conventions. Present computing 
speeds remove many difficulties for which these conventions were 
established. 

6) Confucius say: "It is wise to be prepared for the unexpected!" 

This message from a Chinese fortune cookie encapsulates an important 
piece of advice. All good programs should do this. Every work environment 
has its own idiosyncrasies, and these are generally well known to those that 
work there. Operations people can describe what these difficulties are, and 
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what adjustments must be made to accommodate them. For medicine, we 
have worked out an interviewing scheme that brings such topics to the fore, 
called Clinical Information Processing Scenarios or CLIPS (no relation to 
the NASA use of this designation) that allows users to describe the kinds of 
exceptions that they encounter, so that these may be handled in a 
systematic, rather than an ad hoc way [Lincoln and Essin 1993]. The 
process of systemizing exceptions so that they are a part of the solution 
rather than a part of the problem remains a major ongoing task, evoking 
ever deeper issues about categorization. Because the world keeps 
presenting us with new and unexpected difficulties, there is an inescapable 
role for human judgment, making problem solving a part of the system 
itself, with its very structure open to change. 

7) To achieve significant change, first think large by building models. 

No matter how great the promise of a new design, placing it in a production 
environment should be approached cautiously, with particular regard for 
the social surroundings. The world moves slowly wherever many processes 
are linked together, and where one set of habits must replace another. A 
designer may have a clear view of forward looking objectives and functions 
which may remain completely opaque to even an experienced user. In the 
medical field, where systems are embedded in hospital operations, an 
effective approach is to introduce new aspects one modular step at a time, 
while keeping large parts of the active system invariant. For example, if 
one changes the data base design to provide a potential new capability, do 
not change the interface at the same time. In a second step, after a period of 
testing, debugging and accomodation, upgrade the interface while keeping 
the data base fixed. In a more general sense, this appears to be what 
Microsoft is doing with the transition from Windows to Windows-NT. The 
ultimate objective is to enhance the interface, but also to free it up from 
DOS. A paradigm shift is like a vertical climb up a rock face, so steep are 
the changes. But when presented with such a climb, the best approach is to 
move up one piton at a time, keeping one footing fixed while moving the 
other. 

Structure And Assemblage: Beyond Knowledge Lies Insight 
It has been difficult to direct the creative attention of graduates toward the 
host of deep, unresolved problems that lie behind everyday operations. 
Although this "internal frontier" contains many challenges, they seem 
prosaic. Gifted students with an interest in innovation are more attracted to 
dynamic fields like imaging or voice recognition or physics or music where 
the conceptual world appears richer. By contrast, operations require 
stability; and tend to be left to those individuals who have come into 
computing because it appears well ordered and based on rules. 
Nevertheless, a stream of individuals uncommitted to the status quo 
continues to appear in any training program, with the youthful potential to 
see things in unexpected ways. Thus it is incumbent upon us to bring the 
excitement of insight back to earth so that the ordinary can be shown not to 
be ordinary at all. 
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To repeat a key example, designing a data form for a computerized record 
is subject to subtle influences. The description of the elements defines what 
can be entered and what must be ignored; a given database structure 
makes some tasks easier, but others harder; the choice of a computer 
language always channels the directions that processing can take; and, as 
in mathematics, a particular notation can hamper or further intuition. 

Whitehead best presents the constraints imposed by categories in the 
processing interplay between structure and content: "In all systematic 
thought, there is a tinge of pedantry. There is a putting aside of notions, of 
experiences, and of suggestions, with the prim excuse that of course we are 
not thinking of such things. System is important. It is necessary for the 
handling, for the utilization, and for the criticism of the thoughts which 
throng our experience. But before the work of systematization commences, 
there is a previous task -- a very necessary task if we are to avoid the 
narrowness inherent in all finite systems.... [Thus the framework] should 
never start from systematization. Its primary stage can be termed 
'assemblage'''[Whitehead 1938]. 

Structure supports the use of information in known ways. Assemblage 
works (playfully) toward new insight. Both focus on knowledge. Peter 
Drucker, who speaks in his recent books extensively about the knowledge 
revolution, never explicitly analyses the roots of his own popularity and the 
fruitfulness of his own writings, but the source is clear: it is insight. At 84, 
he continues to bring new (and youthful) insights to pressing problems. 

It is insight that breaks the caked rigidity of custom. But how do we help 
students develop a taste for it in everyday surroundings? Thomas Kuhn's 
"The Structure of Scientific Revolutions" [Kuhn 1962] points to dramatic 
shifts in perception and order such as those caused by Copernicus or the 
new physics. This is often followed by a quote from Pauli about the 
resistance of the establishment to change: "You don't convince a physicist, 
you just wait till he dies." -- one more confirmation that the University is a 
conservative institution that is ultimately dedicated to revolution, but not in 
the lifetime of the tenured faculty. For a good student, burning with 
ambition and curiosity, this is a long and perilous wait, and certainly not to 
be wasted on the mundane. Thus the usual neglect of the internal frontier. 

The computerized Citation Index offers a more novel use of Kuhn for the 
comparative study of insight. Those books and articles that cite him fall into 
two classes: 1) works by status quo figures who view shifts in the 
foundations with alarm and sometimes disdain; and 2) works by 
enthusiastic authors who are sure that they have something out of the 
ordinary to present, and who call upon Kuhn's paradigm shift for support. 
A list of the latter covers fields as diverse as nursing and geology, bringing 
together thoughts by boat rockers in every possible discipline and 
interdiscipline. Were this paper to be indexed, it would be included. 

A simple demonstration of the pleasure of insight that is neither far 
reaching nor pompous was reported in the New York Times [NYT April 30, 
1992]. Two high school teenagers in New Jersey solved a riddle that Lewis 
Carroll 127 years earlier had buried in "The Mouse's Tale", a poem that 
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curls down a page in the form of a long, printed tail in Chapter Three of 
Alice's adventures in Wonderland [Carroll 1866]. The originality of their 
solution has been validated by Martin Gardner, who is today's authority on 
Carroll. On physical rearrangement, the poem consists of four verses. 
Writing in Jaberwocky, the discoverers show that: "The Mouse's Tale ... 
includes four puns. (1) the word 'tale' signifies the story the mouse is 
telling, but includes the tail visually; (2) the 'tail' signifies the tail of the 
mouse, but includes the tale it tells; (3) the tale is told in the poetic form of 
the tail-rhyme; and (4) the line structure of the triplets resembles the shape 
of a mouse." 

The solution to this long standing puzzle involved 1) youth -- two individuals 
not firmly committed by habit or experience or allegiance to a prior 
structure; 2) happenstance -- meeting in the same room while working on 
their papers; 3) dialogue -- each had started separate projects on Lewis 
Carroll in separate classes with separate objectives; 4) interest in insight -
both took their work seriously enough to discuss it; and 5) collaboration -
working together for the final product. Today, with electronic bulletin 
boards and E-mail, there are dramatic new ways to achieve this mix of 
circumstances at a distance, avoiding a strict accident of timing and place. 
These new modalities introduce aspects to computing that surmount the 
stultifying sameness of which so many complain. 

Breaking Up (The Rigid Mindset) Is Very Hard To Do 
The inability to see and think beyond a given categorical scheme is a major 
culprit behind the shortcomings of today's automated systems. Excessive 
conformity is the dark side of our new technology -- real enough, but 
sometimes viewed with excessive alarm by our critics. There is a long 
standing view, supported by nearly every bureaucracy and epitomized by 
Kafka, that when it comes to categories and rules, everything must fit -
except for those few pesky cases that should be ignored, disciplined in some 
manner, or stamped out. Otherwise, how could one manage? 

It has been cynically said, but with much truth, that the purpose of schools 
is to teach children to show up on time and to obey orders. This is very 
much a part of the socialization for success, and continues to be so in 
disciplines close to engineering, the military, business and bureaucracy. 
From many quarters, including classical Aristotelian logic, there is a 
strong bias that things must fit into exclusive categories and be treated 
accordingly. COBOL has long been the computing boot camp that reinforces 
this perspective, with examples to match. 

Consider Stephen O's story in the New York Times [NYT Aug 29, 1991]: He 
has been unable to establish any credit history at all in this computerized 
world, because data entry programs are not prepared to accept his single 
character Korean last name -- "0", while he has refused to change it. As a 
consequence, his credit transactions are distributed under various names, 
depending upon how clerks have chosen to cope with the "problem" of his 
name, which is an artifact of their own systems. He has been entered as 
Stephen "OH" or "00", or even as "O'Stephen" -- although he certainly 
doesn't look Irish! -- Now how would someone register him by name in 
hospital? How should we find his old record by a name look-up? Soundex is 
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no guarantee. If we searched by some ID number, how could we be sure 
that a multiple group of names represented the same individual? The 
simple solution all along would be to allow an override of the name 
restriction with a tagged explanation -- "yes, this is unusual, but it is 
right". This is evident in principle, but almost universally ignored in 
practice. Such happenings are not uncommon. "Risks Forum" on the 
INTERNET, contains marvelous reports about how ludicrously inept 
computers can be at managing unexpected contingencies -- and how much 
trouble this can cause. 

Behind such examples is a more general lesson. Just as it is important to 
avoid bugs in a program, it is equally important not to introduce "bugs in 
the data base." To avoid miskeying, data entry persons are harassed with 
various edit checks and required fields. However, the mismatch between 
how things actually are and the way that they are assumed to be represents 
a test of the rules, so that many "errors" turn out to be flaws in the checking 
assumptions rather than defects in the data at entry time. As a major 
unintended consequence, the entry person, in order "to get on with the job" 
(and given no choice), resorts to an obscure or ambiguous ad hoc work 
around, reversing the intended effect. Because exceptions are always 
present, standard ways to manage them must be established. The natural 
way to do this, borrowed from language and from expert systems, is with 
tags as modifiers and labels, giving the person at the bench the freedom to 
take a rational initiative that is within the scope of their work, and justify it. 
The system must then be prepared to take advantage of these tags in an 
intelligent manner. 

Error checks that are imposed without regard for user initiative are 
symptomatic of a general underestimation by any group of the tasks of 
others and of the ability of others to manage their own affairs. As applied to 
end users in the modern computing world, such unnecessary pressures 
lead to various pains and stresses, but particularly to a pain in the 
fingers .... 

Light At The End Of The Carpal1\mnel 
Here I want to set up a straw man ... a type-cast false dichotomy between 
"production work" and "knowledge work". Production work, everyone will 
agree, is pre-defined and repetitive, requiring training and attention, but 
not education or real judgment. There is an implied limit to responsibility. 
For example, a transcription typist uses a word processor more or less 
mechanically to place good copy in the outbox. The same applies to data 
entry. By contrast, word processors are used in creative ways to layout a set 
of ideas in the course of writing an academic paper. In this latter case, 
there is a dialogue with oneself, leading to revisions before the text is 
presented to others. This is knowledge work. Likewise exercIsmg 
spreadsheet alternatives and making ad hoc queries of a data base is 
knowledge work. All of these latter tasks are only loosely defined in 
advance, are exploratory in nature, involve judgment, invoke the 
responsibility of the individual as a creator, and often are accompanied by a 
sense of property rights. 

,. 
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In the parochial view of many individuals, their own activities are 
knowledge work, while the tasks of others are commonly classified as 
production. We have just done so above. Underestimation of other people's 
activities is pervasive in program design. "I" need flexibility, while "you" 
should be satisfied with a program that lays out a set of rules to follow .. so 
that the output is predictable .. . Quite often, this doesn't fit the task at hand. 
It should be no wonder that some of the best program tools were initially 
developed for programmers' own use, rather than for a distant audience. 

In stark contrast to the above prejudice, in most of what we do, production 
tasks and knowledge work are inextricably intertwined. We all do both, 
although the scope is differently defined. For a typist, getting good copy to 
the outbox can be much more difficult than it may appear: fixing the 
syntax, second guessing the author, matching outside rules to the material 
at hand, scheduling, satisficing, etc. In a very similar manner, a hospital 
registration clerk is not an automaton, but has a range of ambiguities to 
consider in admitting a patient, and is the best judge of what these are, and 
how they might best be documented or resolved. If we turn to the detailed 
work of top decision makers, a surprising proportion of their activities are 
just as repetitive as those carried out by individuals of lesser status, merely 
different in detail. As a consequence, everyone needs tools that deal with 
both repetitive and individualized tasks, and that have the flexibility to 
modify and qualify material as needed and to handle the unpredictable in 
predictable ways. Given systems of this sort, the signs and symptoms of 
stress that so commonly accompany ongoing confrontations with 
computers generally go away. 

Where The Background Is Foreground 
When we look out at the world, we organize what we see in a very fluid 
manner. When we speak, we qualify our thoughts as we go. Every time we 
drive to the market, we adjust to details that we meet along the way. This is 
the real world in all of its prosaic variety. However, when we write a report 
or enter information into a computer, how do we capture the richness in 
such circumstances where it is important to do so? 

Many of our on-going research efforts in computing seek to grasp a key 
aspect of the real world by means of categorization and data entry and then 
to explore and understand it by electronic manipulation. However, in 
practice we almost invariably find that some important part of the context is 
missing that bears on the problem at hand. After many trials, we learn that 
-- just as the worlds behind and in front of our eyes are always different -- so 
too are the "real worlds" out there and the ones that we bring into digitized 
form. 

Computing in the real world has practical ends and must use practical 
means to achieve them. This is often overlooked. The King at the trial in 
Alice in Wonderland -- which remains a quintessential parody of some 
universal real world -- irresolutely mutters, "Important? .. Unimportant? .. 
Important? .. " In every significant system today, we struggle with this 
dilemma -- as, in fact, we always have. On the one hand, in organizing the 
data around us, we cannot be overwhelmed by unnecessary detail; but, on 
the other, in using these data later we must not be led astray in our 
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judgment or analysis by some hidden aspect that has been incompletely or 
poorly annotated. To achieve such contradictory ends, annotating the 
entries in a record so that one can account for the surrounding 
circumstances can be critical. Where computers take on judgmental 
responsibility, the devil continues to lurk in the details. 

Credit systems remain a favorite source of comic examples. Abstracted 
from the New York Times, Dec. 101992: Mr. James L. Clayton of Memphis 
Tennessee applied for a Visa Card from Bank One last November. He 
received an unsigned, computer generated rejection letter which cited the 
large volume of questions about his credit that had been made to the Visa 
data bank. Mr. Clayton, who is Chairman, President and Chief Executive 
Officer of Clayton Homes, Inc., had more than a few reasons to be annoyed. 
Not only does he pay his bills on time and in full, but unlike the rest of us -
he has real money -- named by Forbes Magazine last year as the 399th 
richest man in the United States with a personal net worth $265 million. 
The inquiries were a matter of due diligence in the course of business. 
Clearly, the program designers had no experience with such a fortunate 
position (and probably never will). 

In America, the same simplistic computerized logic that flags only events 
and ignores context, sends letters through the mail to our barely adult 
children -- who have no independent means of support, little experience, 
and no proof of credit performance except a Lockean clean slate and a good 
zip code -- containing automated offers of "Gold Cards" with prior 
approvals of up to $50,000! Truly amazing! 

Such examples demonstrate once again that when an algorithm fails to 
incorporate sufficient differentiated experience as it sets about reading the 
statistical tea leaves. If it is wrong, it can be very wrong indeed! 

Managing Non-Standard Situations 
If we take such examples seriously, it would appear that there is something 
intrinsically authoritarian about computers and something freewheeling 
about the world that will forever keep them apart -- and us laughing -- or 
crying -- or viewing with alarm. I do not think that this is really so. Rather 
I believe that the problem of coping with the "real world" using computers 
lies with our whole attitude toward handling non-standard situations and 
contingencies, not with the character of computers themselves. We remain 
trapped in the limitations of logical constructions of our own devising, 
which are historical rather than necessary. George Lakoff has recently 
reviewed these complex issues involved in categorization in "Women, Fire, 
and Dangerous Things: What categories reveal about the mind." [Lakoff 
1987). Today, with the popularity of new theories involving chaos and 
complexity, the assertion that things are not simple as they seem no longer 
meets with skepticism, rather the notion is becoming commonplace in 
sophisticated circles like this one. But, as Donald Norman has shown in 
"The Design of Everyday Things", the message takes a very long time to 
reach the troops. In many practical fields, the pressing problem remains 
the capture of every day text-based information in a clear and effective 
manner so that what is collected and stored in a data base represents the 
situation at hand, and can be processed and redisplayed in this spirit. 

1 
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How Can We Teach A ''Real World Attitude',? 
Every manager knows and every adult discovers that life is one damn thing 
after another. As a consequence, teaching exercises from the laboratory 
that are worked out in advance for students to "solve" cannot help with this 
fundamental issue. Because these problems have known solutions, they 
emphasize neatness and predictability, and do not challenge the student 
with the world's persistent lack of order. 

The fun of picking out absurdities that a computer has generated is clearly 
not enough. Providing an abstract understanding that "bugs and bad 
things happen" in all rule based systems is also off the mark. Teaching 
students (and CIOs) to harden themselves to live with "the law of 
unintended consequences" goes in the wrong direction. To have learned the 
proper lesson is to have a feeling in one's gut -- a feeling that senses the 
potential presence of such problems, and, as in surfing, adjusts to the 
problem before it arises in the course of a design. To this end, the practice of 
medicine is a superb teacher. 

As a real world challenge to inadequate computer structures and logical 
processing, clinical computing represents an example of Himalayan 
proportions. Thus, despite more than 30 years of effort, there are good 
reasons why we have not yet produced a paperless Electronic Medical 
Record (EMR). With respect to difficulties, medicine has it all: 
unpredictability, the richness of special circumstances, an encyclopedic 
diversity of both vocabulary and phenomena, plus constant change. 
Moreover, corrective judgment and action must be concentrated wherever 
things are out of line. Professionals earn their pay by taking such 
responsibilities. Thus, more than 80% of a physician's attention is directed 
toward those patients who are out of physiological balance or otherwise not 
doing well, and whose data is least likely to be well behaved. In this 
environment, the shortcomings of standard computer systems are 
compounded many times over. Moreover, from an information processing 
perspective, we badly need help in creatively addressing these issues. 

A problem with medicine as a training domain in computer science is that 
its idiosyncrasies are so very medical and the apprenticeship to understand 
the context is long and arduous. As a consequence, it is hard to acquaint 
those interested primarily in computer science with this rich substantive 
material in sufficient depth get at the key computational problems. What is 
needed is a similar but simpler problem domain that is at once full of real 
world surprises and ambiguities, but easy to understand and inexpensive to 
pursue -- and where rigid categorization quite evidently fails. 

Genealogy As A Model Example For Content And Presentation 
A serious hobbyist domain with data relationships that are intimately 
entwined with human behavior in ways that stand surrogate for many of 
the vagaries of the clinical chart is genealogy. Genealogical studies, 
diligently pursued, are a voyage of exploration through seas of ambiguous 
data and fragmented information with many surprises and many formal 
problems of relationship to be solved along the way. 
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For those who are unfamiliar with this activity, it may be compared with 
stamp collecting, where, in place of putting stamps in a book, the collection 
to be organized is a file oLone's own relatives. Each "country" is a different 
ancestry; each stamp series a different family unit. In a certain sense, 
what should be collected is sketched out in advance, but, unlike stamps, the 
specific items are often unknown, and there is no single catalog to look 
them up in. For others, a better analogy might be to a real world game of 
"Adventure" or "Zork", but where the poverty of information is a natural 
consequence of time and the degradation of documentation. In any case, 
when such a project is completed, if ever, the only value is in the eye of the 
beholder, who has taken a journey through geography, history and family 
life that animates a personal passage from the past to the present. 

Among genealogy's particular advantages as an experimental teaching 
domain are: 

1) The domain has a computerizable structure, where the general rules, in 
this case of family relationship, are easy to understand, but where real 
world examples pose numerous complex problems the more closely they 
are examined. 

2) It is an activity where establishing the facts of the past is a puzzle to be 
solved but, unlike a school exercise, there is no predetermined answer to 
the specific case, and where the varied and fragmented information 
sources are truly worthy of a research project. 

3) A stock of programs are available that can be tested and compared in 
which the work has been organized in many different ways to deal with the 
results; a few of these programs are open for end user experimentation and 
modification. 

4) Many of today's programs remam narrowly organized around 
documenting simple facts, illustrating the need for a more complicated 
notation and structure. 

5) There are example data bases in machine processable format that are 
sufficiently rich without being confidential, which can be used to challenge 
rigidities in program design. 

6) There is a world-wide network of enthusiastic individuals and 
organizations already working on their own explorations, who use bulletin 
boards and electronic mail in a highly collaborative way, thus offering 
electronic avenues to both input and critique. 

The challenge of such explorations has led a number of interested 
computer professionals to attack the logical problems associated with real 
world data in this content domain. Indeed, Brian Randell has several 
student study projects underway at the present time. All of the old 
notational chestnuts are there. Family naming conventions do not always 
follow the expected norm. People have children out of wedlock, some of 
whom are recognized, and some not. Family names are volatile, 
particularly in earlier centuries when spelling was less well established. 
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There are Vietnamese naming conventions, Spanish surname conventions 
that combine husband and wife, old Norse conventions, and many more. 
Names in British history can be convoluted in their complexity. 

For example: Kathleen Munch notes in a message on the INTERNET: 
Modern British naming conventions hardly apply to: Lachlan, Lord of 
Galloway, who took the Norman name Roland. He had no surname. 
Henry, nicknamed Beauclerc, who became Henry I of England. Simon de 
Senlis or St. Liz (designated by place of origin), later Earl of Huntingdon in 
right of his wife Maud, Countess of Huntingdon (whose real name was 
probably something like Mahauld, Matilda, Mahaut, or Maid, depending 
on which language she or her chronicler was using). Robert de Beaumont, 
Count of Meulan and Earl of Leicester -- known variously as Robert de 
Beaumont, Robert de Meulan (Meulent and other spellings), Leicester, Earl 
Robert, Count Robert, etc. [Munch 1993]. 

Of course, one need not reach back for such esoterica. It's surprising how 
often in recent times the same individual will appear by two (or more) 
different names. Sarah Jane Cook may be christened Sarah, marry as 
Sally, have her children christened as Jennie, and be buried as Jane. The 
limited relationships supported by most of today's programs make no 
allowance for these, or many other complications. 

As further examples: In migratory times, the field to describe a family's 
residence is much too limited, and a person may be "of' a number of places. 
There are ambiguous and imprecise dates which such programs must 
handle -- and "circa" is not enough; but there are also unusual transitions, 
for which programs generally do not make room, between Old and New 
Style dates, and special date conventions in the 18th century for the 
Quakers. There are well established family relationships and those that are 
more tenuous, which are generally handled badly. There are local and 
historical facts that are applicable to an individual and others that cover a 
family unit, which should be included in a systematic way. As a study 
expands, there are a wide variety of references, pictures, and 
documentation. There are heaps of data with dangling end points. As in all 
research, nothing can be assumed to be static, and the accumulated 
information must be processed in many different ways. There are printouts 
and displays that must be able to set out what is known in some convenient 
and conventional manner. There is information to be shared electronically; 
there may be family trees worked up by others to be imported, compared 
and possibly merged. In both organization and processing, structure is 
clearly required on the one hand, and enormous flexibility, notational 
differentiation, and forgiveness on the other. 

Taken altogether, genealogy presents a rich set of challenges that are at the 
same time broadly understandable. Within this domain, numerous student 
projects can be designed, assigned, and brought to instructive completion. 
Parallel to applications directed at health care, the pressures generated by 
the content are always there to force a refinement of logic, structures and 
tools. In attempting to resolve these, one must often reach back to 
limitations generated by the underlying environments and platforms. 
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HippityH' Hoppity'H Serendipity 
In all productive information tasks, a major goal is leverage. In managing 
information, the importance of a loose structural arrangement is enhanced 
whenever one attempts to find relationships that were not anticipated in the 
original documentation. In the early 1970s, the querulous question was: 
"You can get the data in ... but can you get it out?" True productivity 
demands that one gets more out than one has been put in. Serendipity is 
more than icing on the cake. 

Here is a simple example of serendipitous searching taken from MELVYL, 
the University of California on-line book catalog for all of the libraries of the 
University. There are over 6 million books in this combined data base, and 
unlike most library catalogs, the query structure and the commands are 
not confining. This example has some local flavor: 

I originally looked up Brian Randell's publications just for orientation and 
found, among others: 

Author: 
Title: 

Description: 

Notes: 

Subjects: 

Randell, Brian, 1936-
The gentle art of computer programming an inaugural lecture 

delivered before the University of Newcastle upon Tyne on 
Monday 2nd March 1970, by B. Randell. Newcastle upon Tyne, 
University of Newcastle upon Tyne, 1970. 
18 p. 21 cm. 

Bibliography: p. 18. 

Programming (Electronic computers) -- Addresses, essays, 
lectures. 

Call numbers: UCLA URL QA 76 R158g 

Of course, I immediately found out how old he was, and when he attained 
his present position. Without pulling the lecture from the shelf at the UCLA 
University Research Library, from the title alone I could infer something of 
his intellectual character. But one could generalize and go further ... 

CAT-> f tw inaugural lecture newcastle tyne 

Search request: F TW INAUGURAL LECTURE NEWCASTLE TYNE 
Search result: 29 records at all libraries 

One observes that MELVYL, in various libraries, has a number of 
Inaugural Lectures from Newcastle upon Tyne .... Moreover: 

CAT-> f tw INAUGURAL LECTURE NEWCASTLE TYNE monday 

Search request: F TW INAUGURAL LECTURE NEWCASTLE TYNE 
MONDAY 

Search result: 23 records at all libraries 

( 
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Search request: F TW INAUGURAL LECTURE NEWCASTLE TYNE 
TUESDAY 

Search result: 4 records at all libraries 

Almost all start the week ... presumably to give the nervous new professor 
plenty of time over the weekend to rehearse ... 

Looking in finer detail: there was one repeat recital performance in Music 
on Wednesday, there were two copies of one lecture, and one lecture showed 
no date ... 

For Thursday, Friday and Saturday ... 

Search result: ° records at all libraries 

... and of course 

Search request: F TW INAUGURAL LECTURE NEWCASTLE TYNE 
SUNDAY 

Search result: ° records at all libraries 

So ... never on Sunday! 

Examining the number of pages per lecture, the average was just over 20, 
with Brian's at 18 -- so one may infer that he met expectations as to length, 
but did not strain his audience's attention span ... 

This simple example presents several important lessons: 

1) Only in a system with a forgiving search methodology, a loosely 
structured display, and easy commands for navigation does one have the 
playful luxury of looking for more than the obvious. A cursory comparison 
between MELVYL and almost any other library catalog system will 
demonstrate the difference. For many, if you don't know EXACTLY what 
you want, and where it is, then you won't find it. 

2) Structure must be subservient to content. Working one's way around 
restrictive formalisms introduces a destructive form of cognitive 
dissonance. The scenario should not be "push a lever ... get a pellet" .. it 
should be the user's tool, fully featured for exploration. MELVYL shows 
that this is not as difficult as it might seem. 

3) A rich display of context excites the imagination and the flow of ideas. 

In exploring on-line library data bases, genealogy searches are particularly 
powerful stress tests for a system's search capability. The materials of the 
library have been classified and filed by subject for many different purposes 
over many years, and most often these schemes do not reflect the 
genealogical problem that the user has in mind. Possible clues cover the 
whole range of the catalog. As a consequence, the searcher needs as much 
help as possible from the system to guide, simplify and sort out material for 
likely fruitfulness. In searches applied to many other academic domains, 
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the user is interested largely in material which is generally organized 
according to a fixed set of concerns or uses a limited key word vocabulary. 
In these cases, content is usually evident even in truncated titles; often the 
authors are familiar; there may be much redundancy, so that a satisfactory 
search need not be exhaustive. None of these properties are characteristic of 
genealogical material. 

Reprise 
All of the above examples illustrate the ubiquitous presence of non 
conforming or irregular situations that are reflected in data -- and the 
importance of exceptions to any rule -- if one is to work with the "real 
world". Indeed, non conforming cases are considered exceptions only 
because we have over defined the information world as neat and orderly, 
rather than full of fascinating and useful variation. The MELVYL example 
shows that not only can variation be conveniently captured in large 
interactive data bases by relaxing the structure and adding to the notation, 
but the resulting format yields more information for less effort, and accepts 
a natural playfulness that often accompanies exploratory thought. It 
further illustrates that such a loosely structured system can be very useful, 
even if it is far from perfect. The example of genealogy demonstrates how 
complicated an apparently simple task can be -- that of documenting the 
links between parents to children; and how many devils lurk in the details 
. It shows that any inclusive system must accommodate not only multiple 
levels of uncertainty, but also to variations in the most fundamental 
indexing conventions -- such as the names themselves, as well as to 
numerous notational asides. In widely used production systems, the simple 
absurdities that arise in overautomated and undersophisticated credit 
evaluation serve to remind us that not all bureaucracy is governmental and 
not all absurdities are corrected by the marketplace -- not even after years of 
complaint and ridicule. Woven throughout the presentation are citations 
that strongly support the notion that thought and judgment and language 
are semi-ordered processes that are most effective when allowed a full 
scope of conscious and controlled idiosyncrasy. All of this implies a kind 
and gentle art of programming and program design that respects the user 
and the world that the user must face. Dealing with such a world can only 
be learned by example -- and can only be taught by working closely with 
specifics, and by gaining the habit of stepping through each procedural 
sequence by first placing it in several challenging user contexts. It is 
important to underscore that quite general lessons lie behind the unique 
details of every working venue, so that what has been discussed to the 
present can be applied, for example, to health care as well as to any other 
field. 

Megaprojects And The Electronic Medical Record 
Now I would like to return to the field of medical informatics, which is my 
central motivation for treating this subject, for being here, and for looking 
for youthful new solutions. Drawing upon the above discussion, we can 
envision medical record systems that can serve multiple purposes for 
multiple users documentation, clinical decision making, care 
management, billing, epidemiology, and health services research. 
Moreover, we can anticipate that properly designed systems will allow us 
to ultimately answer questions that we have not yet posed, and do not yet 
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know enough about to ask. For this we will need systems that eschew 
simple categorization. However, and unfortunately, our imagination can 
leap way ahead of reality. 

This year (once again) computers have become a popular nostrum in the 
United States for what ails us. This time "computers will fix our health 
care system": Deus ex machina -- a single consistent health care data base 
that spans the country will become the single most important means of 
improving the use of information in the management of medical care. But 
exactly what such a system should contain or do -- or how it should do it -
remains nebulous. In some magic way, while maintaining privacy, it 
should reduce clerical overhead, ultimately provide a seamless repository 
for every patient's medical history, and contain costs. The Institute of 
Medicine is behind it, and a whole new organization, the Clinical Patient 
Record Institute, has been created to lobby for it, There is much smoke and 
excitement. 

Unfortunately, exammmg this matter substantively is complicated by a 
medical informatics leadership that longs for government support equal to 
that accorded to other, more established medical specialties, such as cancer 
or heart disease. The guidance of us elder statesmen who make up our 
professional organizations has been top down and a bit heavy. Resting upon 
our distinguished memberships, we are reminiscent of the American 
"Baseball Hall of Fame" -- an honor society for ancient players, elected 
after they are too old to pitch or to hit the ball. Looking at ourselves, we 
should not be surprised to find that we -- who were once ''Young Turks"-
are now bemedaled, portly Janissaries! 

Thus, as the new Electronic Medical Record proposal unfolds, it appears to 
follow the rules set down for military megaprojects. At best, this approach 
generates expensive, cost plus, hand crafted systems that are designed for 
well defined tasks to be carried out by sophisticated technical personnel. It 
has brought us Rickover's extraordinary nuclear submarine, but also the 
B-2 bomber, plus a host of even less successful weapons systems. There is 
an assumption that the underlying science has all been done -- as with the 
trip to the moon -- so that what remains is the engineering, and, of course, 
the money. This is equivalent to stating that no further deep insights are 
needed to complete the task. 

As if to underscore this impression, various high-tech medical information 
initiatives have appeared this summer in the Federal Register, and 
proposals by the hundreds are coming in to Washington for funding. These 
should apply aerospace technology to health care -- a kind of "Aerospace 
Relief Act of 1993". Universities and industry and hospitals, each 
unfamiliar with the other's domains, are joining together in consortia to 
pursue something that well might be called "med-wars" -- a high-tech 
campaign against health care costs and the inequalities of distribution. The 
irony of this thrust is particularly heightened in Los Angeles -- where 
low-tech budget cuts will close 24 public clinics that serve well over a 
million uninsured or underinsured inhabitants and also possibly close 
several public hospitals serving the same population. This is part of a 
broader trend. As a cost saving measure for lean times, UCLA has already 
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closed its school of Public Health, and the California governor proposes to 
deny even emergency care to those in the state without citizenship or other 
proper papers. Against this background, in a massive non-sequitur, or an 
orgy of technological optimism, communication wires are to be laid and 
system plans are proposed to bring new levels of care to the masses. But 
there may be no one there to see the patients, or look at the screens, or 
analyze the data where services are most needed .... May we all live in 
interesting times ..... 

Although I hope that I do not do an injustice to the sincere efforts of my 
colleagues, I view this impending future with real alarm. There is much 
advocacy, and a rush to solutions with little step-wise critique. This calls up 
ominous reminders of past unsuccessful implementations -- such as the 
system developed for the London Ambulance Service. Moreover, this 
American EMR system will be a project on a vast, continental scale. In 
keeping with its overarching scope, a national identification number has 
been suggested, and country wide standards are to define the content of all 
health care entries in computerized care systems. How else could the 
system be national? 

Standards are not silver bullets, and it behooves us to consider very 
carefully what objectives are served. In the push for standards, there has 
never been a doubt about their positive virtue; but in this case there has not 
been any open consideration of the complex interplay that may motivate 
various stakeholders as they define the rules for such a large enterprise. 
Standards not only categorize, they can also tilt the playing field in favor of 
certain players. The motivation to do this is particularly great where large 
sums of money are at stake. Moreover, if we impose standards where our 
understanding of the requirements for an effective software platform 
remain inadequate, then there is a significant danger that we will 
standardize ourselves to a standstill -- this just at a time when small scale 
explorations that are more tentative and aggressive are needed to 
encourage fundamental improvements in interactive design. 

A major question remains to be answered, how will this national scope help 
patients? It must be remembered that most medical services are applied 
locally one patient at a time. Should a patient become ill in a distant city, the 
telephone and the FAX machine allow physicians to communicate quite 
well. High-tech distant link-ups might have significant merit only after 
more mundane problems closer to home have been addressed and solved. 
First and foremost, little local engines are needed to gather, organize and 
coordinate the everyday data of practice, and these do not yet exist in proper 
form, although we can now see how to begin. 

Physician, Cure Thyself: The Post-Test 
There really is no purpose in railing against a rising tide. If we are to 
undertake a large investment in health information systems, the 
skepticism voiced above only further underscores the need to do it right. For 
this, we will need individuals with new forms of judgment and training in 
the computational issues of the real world; and we will need to proceed a 
step at a time. 

t 

, 

,. 
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As already noted, almost every intricacy and idiosyncrasy associated with 
real world data can be found in the documentation of a patient's life and 
illnesses, and in the measures taken to cope with the underlying diseases 
and their consequences. If the immediate and primary purpose of a Health 
Care Information System is to improve the management of patient care 
through the interactive use of information, then present designs deal 
inadequately with the necessary clinical data, and present data aggregates 
give little indication of what could be changed for the better. Making 
national spreadsheets out of these data as they are now collected and 
condensed may well tell us how much we are spending, for what and 
where; but such spreadsheets do not contain the detail that could tell us (in 
a management sense) why expenses are as they are -- or how procedures 
might be changed without impinging on quality. 

There are numerous vendors with hospital information systems that 
manage some of the data some of the time, but there has been a depressing 
lack of serious improvements in professional productivity. All remain 
awkward or inadequate in important respects. The problem is long 
standing, and not entirely technical. In 1972 I came to St. Thomas' in 
London as visiting Professor in the Department of Epidemiology and Public 
Health to study and advise on the potential for electronic medical records. 
After due analysis, I suggested MUMPS as the most appropriate approach 
for the time -- a then newly developed, medically oriented interpretive 
language, with variable length character strings as records and an open 
ended B-tree as a sparse array data structure [Lincoln 1991]. However, as is 
not uncommon, another tack (more local and more British) was taken. 
There is now a whole archaeology of such studies in the United States, in 
Britain, and presumably also on the continent, and an accompanying 
archaeology of systems. Much has been invested and much learned in the 
process. There are many reasons for inadequate clinical performance, but 
one formal reason stands out: Shortcomings in the logical underpinnings 
of today's software environments force numerous work-arounds that blunt 
entry, tangle navigation and inhibit use. The choice of fixed data structures 
imposes an untenable degree of regularity that, among other things, 
precludes the incorporation of significant context that could turn the data 
entered into truly useful information. 

In our small group at the University of Southern California (USC), we have 
a different view of the problems of health care records than many of our 
colleagues, and of the education and recruitment of computer professionals 
that will be needed to help us solve them. We also note the many 
investments over the past 15 years that have been designed to increase 
business office productivity through the introduction of computers, and 
observe a continued widespread concern over the disappointing results. 
Clearly the matter is tricky, quite apart from medicine. The technology 
must be appropriate, but technology alone does not provide leverage. What 
is needed is a change in attitude toward openness, collaboration, and the 
sharing of information; but such changes do not come about easily in the 
workplace. Moreover, if the technology is to perform the role of a catalyst, it 
must work well enough to become enthusiastically endorsed by the 
professionals who use it. 
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We believe that, given where we are in the evolution of software, there is 
much of significant value to be gained by a serious new look at the 
foundations of our kind of computing. To this end, a "skunk works" 
approach to projects using combined problem solving teams are 
particularly successful. These bring together real users with systems folk 
so that local management issues are adequately addressed and information 
is identified that is useful to share. The University of Michigan School of 
Medicine has taken this approach, so that numerous working groups and 
departments with heterogeneous requirements are now networked through 
an open client-server architecture. Each group marches in part to its own 
distinctive drummer, but shares common data elements through data base 
servers that take the best from a TCPIIP protocol, SQL, and other standard 
conventions without imposing onerous new ones. At the same time, an 
overarching set of controlling conventions have been sought along the lines 
of a Commonwealth (or a Common Market) so that institutional objectives 
are not defeated by local priorities. This has not been achieved without pain. 
The shift to open architecture, cogently summarized by Don Tabscott and 
Art Caston in "Paradigm Shift: the new promise of information technology" 
[Tabscott and Caston 1993], turns out to be very difficult in practice, but it 
offers all of the proper challenges. Of these, we at USC have bitten off only 
one small, but critical corner: the record format. 

Our present research rests on the observation that in every medical 
encounter what is standard and what is variable has been managed 
conventionally quite well on paper for a long time. Across services and 
institutions we all write up patient histories and physicals in the same 
general format, we all review the operative status of patients in ways that 
are recognizable from hospital to hospital, and all discharge notes follow a 
widely accepted ritual. Indeed the orderliness of practice suggests that one 
can start with a skeletal outline, elaborate it in standard ways to meet 
common contingencies, and then modify it further to meet the inescapable 
but unanticipated variations that arise. One way to store such information 
is to use flat files and sparse arrays, but a 25 year history of using MUMPS 
and PICK systems for this purpose suggests that an even less structured 
internal scheme for managing the specifics is needed to fully capture the 
important context. 

With this in mind, we have begun to extend the display conventions that are 
used in the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). Languages 
of this type have been initially developed to provide processable commands 
for document printing, so that today some form of markup commands or 
tags lie invisibly behind every graphic word processing program or 
document processor in order to present headings, paragraphs, italics, and 
the like. A word processor or printer, acting as a mini expert system with a 
narrow focus, generates documents by processing the tags in this restricted 
type of knowledge base consisting of text with format labels for display. 
SGML generalizes the organization of these tags to achieve a functional 
standard through which different document processing programs can use 
the same file to the same effect. The importance of this convention is 
growing. The Department of Defense in the United States has set a policy 
that reports and proposals are to be submitted in SGML. As a consequence, 
the latest version of WordPerfect now incorporates SGML as a standard 

I · 
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Professor Randell wanted to know whether and how medical students were being 
challenged to use information retrieval. Professor Lincoln replied that medical students are 
usually unaware of behind-the-scenes management preferring "happy complaining". The 
challenges arose as change was made, typically, by moving to a new hospital; were they 
able to function properly because the hard-copy looks similar. The content of this hard
copy is defined by the environment but this is not appreciated when computerisation is 
undertaken. (Medical) students had more leisure but with increasing responsibilities they 
became less exploratory, wanting to contract the amount of information they received. 
Professor Lincoln went on to recount how when asked about a particular disease, by a 
freshman houseman, he had started to recount the symptoms, pathology ... only to be 
stopped with the exclamation of "not the mechanism; what's the dose! " 

Professor Wheeler wanted to know how the size of medical records compared now with 
those of 15 years ago and how the size was expected to change in the next 15 years. 
"Exponentially!" Professor Lincoln indicated that (the paper) records could be from a few 
centimetres to a metre in height. The distillation that the medical practitioner is interested 
in is very much smaller. Within the system that Professor Lincoln had described it was 
possible to re-prioritise the content and to deliver copies to 12 different places 
simultaneously. He cited Pittsburgh's MARS system which through a brute-force approach 
was re-ordering 3 1/2 million records from all Pittsburgh hospitals. 

Mr Dobson ask about the process of articulation of complexity of hospitals in engineering 
terms. "Hospitals were fiefdoms without a head", said Professor Lincoln and continued by 
saying that this was also the case for universities, much to everyone's merriment. However 
this could be dealt with by having a central shared data structure with access from co
operating independent systems. Professor Lincoln commented that such systems were now 
starting to be used. 

Professor van Rijsbergen wondered whether Professor Lincoln had seen the recent feature 
film "Lorenzo's Oil" as this movie had shown how on-line medical records might be 
exploited. Professor Lincoln replied, "I won't react" and that he not seen the production 
concerned but did comment that there was a "disease of information control" within the 
medical profession. Professor van Rijsbergen continued by asking how medical records 
were transferred between doctors and/or hospitals. Professor Lincoln replied that normally 
only "a discharge summary" was sent and that by FAX. Other records that might be 
available, such as X-rays, where generally redone though some other tertiary clinics, such 
as the Mayo Clinic, did manage to get hold of originals. 

Professor Kopetz commented that the goal of medical records was to convey the state of 
the patient to a doctor quickly and asked Professor Lincoln whether computer exploration 
of state estimations would do a better job. Professor Lloyd wondered if it would cover 
details of John and Jane "Doe". Browsing through the record with a specific tool and not 
just grep Professor Lincoln saw as a very valuable part of the exploration process. 

Professor Lincoln went on to give an example of how, in one institution, ready access to 
Michigan's "Paper Chase" system had become integrated into the hospitals operations. A 
fixed price for this access had been agreed but that that usage had been exceeded within 
the first two months instead of the two years expected. He expected that expert systems 
would be more useful replacing some task in hospital management than in the analysis of 
medical records. 

.. 
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Lecture Two 

Professor Ercoli commented that in his experience there were conferences upon medical 
informatics but not for other domains. Professor Lincoln suggested that perhaps physicians 
were able to raise more money than those in more literary pursuits. Professor Randell 
brought to everyone's attention the existence of an annual "History and Computing" 
conference which discussed the promise or threat of computing. 

Professor Kopetz asked what potential in the mid-range was there for reducing the cost 
especially of diagnostics. Professor Lincoln said that medicine was overwhelmed by 
measurement techniques. With sophisticated machinery patients were expecting advanced 
treatment. Medicine needed to refocus which would not be achieved via a centralised 
database but by changes in management and accounting. Some physicians were 
performing personal self-evaluation; external evaluation was hard to sell and would be 
resisted. Hospital management was being overwhelmed by changes as the operators were 
no longer allowed to sell/re-sell the real estate. Internal management showed hierarchical 
characteristics in the support departments but that contingencies, eg emergency room and 
intensive care units, required a flat approach. This could be seen best exemplified by the 
film/fV -series M* A *S*H. Professor Lincoln's closing comment was that medicine needed 
to be gentle in categorisation and that required insight. 
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